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Editorial

Chairman’s Chatter.

I have to say that recent months have turned out completely
unexpected. What times we live in. What changes we are seeing. And
what changes are yet to arrive. One sure thing though is the ability of
our club to hang in there and make the most of what we have.

Firstly, a big thank you to all who sent me get well messages
…it is working! My favourite was the one which said,
“4,752 people wish you a speedy
recovery. These 4,752 people are
waiting for your hospital bed!”.

Didn’t we do well with the Old Ford Rally in August? Some 550 cars
turned up, the weather not unpleasant; many old friends braved the
situation and showed our resilience and fortitude. (see my report
elsewhere in the magazine.)
This was the only main event in the classic car calendar happening, and
it was helped by the wide spacing and advance careful planning of the
BMM at Gaydon. I know some very limited local events were also
managed, but of course with virtually the non-existence of any public
visitors. Picnics in car parks mostly!
For myself, since the OFR, a woeful time as whilst out for a walk one
day, I noticed when looking up at trees and birds, a shadow, or curtain
like appearance and immediately suspected a problem with my left eye.
(I had also beforehand seen many black spots!) Sure enough, after a
quick eye check, I got up to the A&E Eye hospital to be diagnosed with
retinal detachment. My good eye was also in need of a quick repair, by
laser and then followed an eye operation. Without the gory details, the
technology was fascinating – just Google “vitrectomy, retinopexy –
cryotherapy gas internal tamponade”! I had my own internal bubble
spirit level.
So after many weeks of eye drops and resting in a fixed position, we
are well on the mend and functioning enough to keep this magazine in
circulation. At this point I need to thank those of you who sent their
best wishes and particularly, those who emailed and phoned. Your
support was most welcome. To get the eye with more clarity and focus,
a cataract operation is planned early November, so this issue has me
under pressure to complete in time.
Now, it appears to me, that more than ever, this magazine will play its
part within our club in reinforcing interest, building enthusiasm, and
maintaining spirits until we all get back to normal. So do not neglect
your cars despite the minimized use you are allowed. This spare time
must be assigned to improvements and maintenance so that, once over,
trips out will be more reliable, comfortable and safe. Read Dave
Tanner’s tips and see the item on antifreeze and storing cars over
winter.
It's good to see joint efforts by Essex and London areas to get out despite
the fears. I’m sure other members and areas will have done so, but have
not heard from you or seen any photos… Perhaps in time for our New
Year issue TT248?
I have noticed more activity on the IO Forum and Facebook sites, with
much advice being requested and given. Members will probably find
answers therein to most problems – just do a search. In that respect,
there are still about three hundred of you that are not yet on board these
resources, and you are missing out. The same with our website – there
is much to see and read. A password to the members section is always
in the current magazines in the centre section. In particular, for newer
members, all past issues of this magazine can be found and read there.
Download and print articles and diagrams. Enjoy past photos.
For the Forum and Facebook sites, just send me a request by email and
I’ll make sure you get on. The IO site has thousands of photos too and
each and every member can upload their own album. The photo albums
include tons of diagrams, pictures of parts and old adverts etc.

I am now driving again, yes, even
the old Ford CX Tourer. …been
enjoying some late September
sunshine.
Sadly, as I get better, Roger
Corti has been struck down
with serious eye problems. He
has had operations and has
ongoing treatment. His vision is
seriously limited but gradually
improving as I write. He has bravely continued to process this
magazine despite the limitations to his sight. We thank him for
doing that and will understand if this issue is less full and maybe
late landing on your doormat.
We have not been able to plan for our usual November
Committee Meeting due to Corona Virus restrictions , but hope
our February meeting may be possible.
NEC Show – November: As I write, the show has been
cancelled. Geoff Salminen had his team and cars all ready, but
the organisers have decided to not go ahead. This is probably the
correct decision despite the fact that enthusiasts have been
starved of shows this year. We hope we have better luck in 2021.
Sadly we have lost member Ian Hawley, an almost ever present
in Geoff’s team at the NEC show. Ian died in late September after
several years of battling with ill health. Our condolences go to
his family.
Another consequence of this all-pervading virus is
cancellation of our Club Christmas Dinner gathering.
Due to all the restrictions in place it is not possible to create the
atmosphere we normally expect. We must look forward to 2021.
And so looking forward to 2021 we will keep members informed
regarding meetings and events. The AGM and Isle of Man Tour
are still on our calendar. Let’s hope we can get back to normal.
April 25th. is ‘National Drive It Day’ and FBHVC are suggesting
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Enjoy the Autumn.
Bob Wilkinson.

As I say every year at this time, plan what repairs you need to do over
winter months, order your spares, ask advice, take photos of progress,
and once back on the road, take some photos and email then to me –
you might get fifteen minutes of fame on the front and back covers!
(Front covers need upright portrait style photos please.)
Take care, stay safe!
Roger Corti.
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Tanners Top Tech Tips – Worth every penny.
No MOT?

marked on the piston top
or crown. This indicates
if the engine has been
Is the car safe ? Quite a question... We think it is, we hope it is, but is
re-bored in the past,
it. ??
and the size. It may
So let’s have a little look at the old girl, ( the car) and see how things
show a figure of +10
are. Lots of people have different opinions on the level of importance
for instance, meaning
on various aspects of the vehicle, but really it’s down to brakes, steering
and tyres, followed by other things such as lights etc... It’s important - I know I do go on the engine has been
bored
by 10
about this, and I have covered the subject a while back, but I want you all to be safe.
thousandths of an
from
What I would suggest, is that you record the date and mileage of your checks, what you did, inch,
size.
and your findings. Hence, when we get the green light to go to shows etc, we are ready ! If standard
Hence
the
new
anyone needs any help or advice with the above,
rings need to be that size.
please don’t hesitate to call me.
You need to check the rings in the bore first

Piston fitting
I spoke to a club member the other day regarding
fitting pistons to the engine of his 10hp CX,( 8 hp
applies). He had taken the engine apart some
time ago, and he wanted to be sure of the correct
procedure of fitting piston rings to his old pistons,
and then fitting into the bores.
Firstly the
pistons need to be examined to make sure they
are showing no signs of heavy wear or wear or
damage. They need to be spotlessly clean before
reassembly, including scraping out the piston
ring grooves, ( which I use one of the old rings as
a scraper), and all signs of coke and carbon. Then
a check must be made on the bore size, this is

BOB’S JOKE CORNER.

passes so I can take pictures of the fires on the hillsides."

to make sure there is a gap of, .007” to .012”
. one ring at a time. Ok, so we know you
have the correct size piston rings, and they
fit the bore, now for fitting. Firstly, be
careful ! piston rings have razor sharp
edges, and they can snap, you may find it
easier to wear some gloves. To begin with,
piston rings are marked TOP, so that’s
important. Start by fitting the bottom ring
first, just open it gently with your fingers,
and ease it over the top of the piston and
down into its groove, and work your way up.
Importantly the ring gaps need to be
staggered and NOT all in line. (some are
fitted with a small peg to line up – Ed) Then
using a good piston ring clamp carefully fit
the pistons into the bore, using plenty of new
engine oil to help things along their way.
Again if you need further clarification, please
call.

"Why?!" asked the pilot.

Sparks

Never make assumptions
His request approved; a CNN News photographer quickly called the local airport to
charter a flight. He was told a twin-engine plane would be waiting for him at the
airport.
Arriving at the airfield, he spotted a plane warming up outside a hanger. He jumped
in with his bag, slammed the door shut and shouted, "Let's go!"
The pilot taxied out, swung the plane into the wind and took off.
Once in the air, the photographer said to the pilot "Fly over the Valley and make low

"Because I'm a photographer for CNN" he responded, "I need to get some close-up
shots!"
The pilot was strangely silent for a moment. Finally he stammered "So, what you're
telling me is.....you're NOT my flight instructor.....?!"
Please send me your latest chuckle for us all to enjoy.
Bob Wilkinson.
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A club member emailed me with regard to a
misfire on his model Y recently. The engine
sounded well enough, but also wasn’t
starting too well, either cold or hot. As I
have said in the past, it’s important to check
the easy things first. A misfire can be caused
by a multitude of things from a blown
cylinder head gasket, burnt out valve, etc etc.
All of these things mean stripping the engine
down. But electrical faults can be a cause for
all sorts of poor running, including misfiring
and so on, but are a far simpler fix. So a good
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thorough check of the sparks department is
the first port of call. Our man was telling me
that after eventually getting it to start and
then doing what I always say, have a look
under the bonnet in the dark, he saw the no
2 spark plug flashing away. The cause being
a cracked insulator, so the high tension spark
wasn’t firing the plug, but going direct to
earth via the cracked insulator, hence the
misfire. Another spark plug proved the point
and a perfect cure was the result... I love it !

a blocked drain. The best way to locate a
leak is to enlist the help of a watering can
holder, ( wife), who, on a dry day can aim
water at the suspected place, while you get
your head up under the dash with a good
torch. Start by applying water to the bottom
rail of the screen, and covering the vent flap
as well, by careful checking under the dash
with your torch, the leak should be
discovered. Don’t pour water over the top of
the screen first, as although it may well be
the source of the problem, it will run down
to the bottom making location of the leak a
bit confusing, so start your leak finding
Speedometer
process at the bottom. Roofs, by the way can
Then we have a club member asking about leak from the rubber seal and damage the
his model C speedometer making a clicking headlining.
noise at ‘high’ speed ? ! ! and a twitching of
the needle. What’s the cause ? He said, I
think I need a new speedo.... again an old Knocking
chestnut, but, yes the speedo it’s self, can be
the culprit, but more likely, the cable. As I Now a club member recently had a sort of
said once before, the speedo cable doesn’t knocking noise from his Y engine. It
need much maintenance but it certainly certainly sounded like it was coming from
needs lubrication now and then, as if it’s dry the internals to start with, but happily, using
of oil then it can stick in the outer sleeve a ‘listening stick’ the noise was located to the
causing the needle to twitch or indeed snap. dynamo. On removal of the dynamo and
So a good idea is to unscrew the cable outer then the fan blades, it was found that the
sleeve from behind the speedo head, and pulley fixing nut had come loose, causing the
from the speedo drive at the drive shaft, by noise. Certainly one to look
the gearbox. Remove the assembly from the out for, chaps, as had the nut
car, and soak it in the washing up bowl in came off, then the fan blades
cleaner for a while, diesel will do, and could fall into the radiator
management won’t mind, I’m sure. Give with disastrous results. Also,
both the cable and the sleeve a good clean, I have mentioned this before
then it needs lubricating, use LM grease, about noise locating using a
plenty of it, and refit it.
probe or similar, it’s amazing
what you can hear with a
‘listening stick’ !

Water leak into the car ?

These old cars of ours can get leaky when it
rains. Locating the source of the leak need
not be difficult. The windscreen of the Y or
C is where the trouble is found usually,
resulting in wet socks etc. Also traversing
deep puddles can shoot a jet of rain water up
through the hole in the floor for the
handbrake lever, and soak your left trouser
leg, and your dear lady could also be a
recipient of this damp state of affairs ! The
rubber seal around the windscreen can leak
if it’s old or worn or not seating properly.
Also, the vent flap can leak profusely, due to

welded joints. Screw down, tap down or file
off the protruding portions according to the
nature.
Inspect also, the edge of the door panel
immediately above the hinges and file a small
clearance between them panel and the edge
to prevent rubbing contact of the two parts.
See “D” Tighten all screws that secure the
hinges to the door and door pillars and
lubricate the hinge pins and door lock with
engine oil.
Loosen the two screws that pass through the
door striker plate, “A” and reposition this
part until the door closes tightly and firmly.
If this condition cannot be attained even
when the strike plate has been moved to the
far end of its travel towards the inside of the
car the wedge plate should be examined. If
the wedge is badly worn on one or both
doors, this too should be replaced.
A club member reported that one of the rear
doors on his Y was rattling, “what could be
the cause and the cure ?” he asked. Well
various things spring to mind, such as worn
hinge pins, poorly adjusted catches,
something loose inside the door such as the
window winder mechanism. Due to age,
constant opening and closing of doors over
the past 80 years or so, things wear, though

Rattles
When the car has been in use
for some time an annoying
squeak or rattle may occur in
the vicinity of the door and
become a constant source of
annoyance to the owner .
Certain adjustments are provided on the
door for the purpose of eliminating any
looseness between the adjacent part and
preventing vibration at the source.
Noises emanating from the doors will be
found to arise from one of these three
f o l l o w i n g
causes:1 - movement of
the door in the
door opening
2 - vibration of
the door window
glass
3 - looseness in
the
window
w i n d i n g
mechanism
Examine
the
top and sides of
the door for any
bright patches,
indicating
rubbing against
the screw heads,
panel pin heads,
high spots or
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adjustment is provided for the door catch,
which is usually the culprit. Eventually
adjustment is needed to overcome the wear,
as the door rattles in the frame. This is done,
by loosening the 2 fixing screws, and easing
the door catch into the car a small amount at
a time, and road testing, until the door catch
is doing its job and hopefully the rattle will
be no more.
Lastly, have a look in the mag at the
publications available, they're invaluable.
Sam's book, (P7) is also an excellent read,
and is an alternative to watching Coronation
Street.
Also the old safety issues when working on
the car, axle stands etc etc. Thank you
everyone for you queries etc, keep them
coming.
Stay safe,
DT.
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Spares Officer’s Report

International

The Ignition and Lighting Switch Assemblies EL30 which
appeared in the last issue of Transverse Torque are sold on an
exchange basis and the old units are to be sent to Roger Hanslip.
Two photos which were omitted from the last issue AR21,
Universal Joint Housing Cap and FS7, Accelerator Assembly are
below.
Not much development has been done in the last few months as
lockdown and other restrictions have prevented us from
meeting. One idea we have been discussing over the phone is 3D
printing to produce one or two of the smaller items or patterns
to use for casting some of these parts. If any member has any
experience of this technology and could help develop a system
could you please contact me or Roger Hanslip, this is outside
our comfort zone.
Peter Ketchell
Spares Officer.

Corresspondence
New Zealand (North Island)
Extract from the Ford 8 &10 Newsletter, September 2020.
“It is with much sadness that we mark the passing of long-time member,
current Committee member, past President and Life Member, Bud
Semadeni. Bud joined the club in the mid 1980s, initially looking to sell
his mother's Prefect, but was quickly convinced to keep and use it. Bud
was a club stalwart, always an active member and almost always
appearing in his Prefect. Over the
years, the Prefect was restored and
repainted and became his pride
and joy.
Bud served the club in many ways,
frequently offering his time and
effort. He could be relied on as a
committee member and was club
President for many years. A couple
of years ago, after major spinal
surgery, Bud was determined to
continue walking and driving his
Prefect, which he did. The walking
was a lot slower, but he still
enjoyed getting out and about in
the Prefect - and there was not
much loss of speed there. He will
be sorely missed”
We in the Ford Y&C Model
Register send our condolences to
his widow, Thelma and the
Semadeni family.

� Fellow sidevalve enthusiast, the late
Bud Semadeni, with his beloved
Prefect.

Passing to the next generation.
Member Peter Förster in Germany tells us that due to old age (he has
reached the grand old age of 80), he has decided to hand over his Fords
to his two nephews. His short rad Model “Y” Y6343 is now owned by
Christian Peter Häfner and his Deutsch-bodied Eifel cabriolet C156436
to Philipp Werner Häfner. The cars are in excellent condition and a
credit to Peter. We hope Christian and Philipp enjoy driving the cars
around Altenburg, to the south of Leipzig.

Cover Photo Details
Front Cover: Bill Ballard’s CX tourer. After seven months non-use
due to Covid, he popped out to post a letter! Here posed in his
front garden.
Inside front covers: Regional Trips in Essex
Inside rear cover: Article – Bucephalus re-discovered
Rear cover: BM68.189 Model Y from a “For Sale” notice on the internet

� A proud Peter Förster hands down his Model “Y” to Christian and
his Eifel cabriolet to Philipp Häfner. Lucky chaps.”
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Transverse Torque, issue 127
November/December 2000
Perhaps the most telling story in this issue
was that of the late Brian and Yvonne Mace’s
post-Convoy 2000 tour. Poor Brian had
fallen off a ladder from his conservatory roof
four days before the due start date of Convoy
2000 on Sunday, 11th June and
consequently could not take part. He and
Yvonne did try to join in as the Convoy
passed through Norwich on the way to
Beverley in Yorkshire, but it proved too much
for him (then on crutches) and they retired.
Not to be out-done, as soon as he could, on
22nd August, they set off to cover the route
in their Model “Y” Tudor, VG 9361. Although
they left out a few of the sights we took in,
they also took in some that we did not; a train
ride over the Forth Bridge for example. Not
only that, but whereas we turned south-west
at Inverness and headed for Fort William
down the Caledonian Canal glens, they
headed north, not only taking in John
O’Groats, but also took a day excursion to
Orkney Islands and Scapa Flow! It is a credit
to other club members who helped them on
their way; especially Tim Brandon and Peter
Ketchell. Tim also arranged for them to be
shown round the Ford Engine Plant as they
passed by Dagenham on their way home to
Norwich via Flatford Mill. Total mileage
2014 – a good and brave solo effort without
the backup we enjoyed of other Club
members in convoy.

20 years
ago.
and Model “Y” finds, as well
as a write-up on the 2000
biennial Bay to Birdwood
Run, which is Australia’s
equivalent to the London to
Brighton run, but includes
younger vehicles. Bill’s
Model “CX” finds included
the Lew Bandt designed,
Geelong
manufactured
bodies on the roadster, the
coupé and the roadster
utility.
Each of these
variants and the Fordor
sedan (saloon) has its own
Geelong body number
stamped on the outside of
the toolbox. This was the
equivalent of the Briggs
body number on Dagenham
products.

numbers always began with the letters of the
province in which they were reregistered
followed by the letters CH and the sequential
numbers for that province. For example, the
then member Joaquin Alonso Diaz’s short
rad in Madrid has the chassis number AL CH
314 (Almira).
Guy Maurin’s car was
reregistered in the Segovia province (SG CH
048). The original Ford Ibérica chassis

� A rare survivor; the Model “C” well-sided ute, 20LD-68,
owned by David Crook in South Australia. 20 indicates
a Model “C” (Model 20 in Ford US parlance) and LD is
the abbreviation for ‘Light Delivery’

On the European front both Steven
Tribe in Denmark and Luis
Cascante in Spain contributed
informat
i
v
e
letters;
Steven
about the
lack
of � The Geelong body number 20B-R210 on the
difference
unrestored Model “CX” roadster C48351 owned by
under the
Graeme Down in Western Australia. 20B indicates
b o d y
a Model “CX” and the R roadster.”
between
the Eifel
and the
Model “CX” and
Luis on a short
rad Model “Y”
find (Y 24119)
with Model “C”
front
wheels
whilst on holiday
on the Costa
Brava. It now
resides in the
� Brian and Yvonne Mace on our later tour to Holland in 2006.
L ' E s c a l a
Museum. Luis
In the Editor’s report, comment was made also explained the reason for the odd
on the increasing amount of correspondence chassis numbers being quoted on Spanish
and number of topics covering overseas member application forms. “During the
vehicles. This was to be expected after 20 Spanish Civil War (1936–39), thousands
years of the Club’s existence and following of cars were requisitioned by uncontrolled
international recognition. Covered in our brigades at the beginning of the War and
bimonthly magazines were the various later by the Republican Government. After
vehicles assembled in the major European the War, many of these cars, without
countries and the major countries in the then documents, were re-registered. As their � The post-war Ministerio de Obras Públicas
re-registration plate on member Nick Wachter’s
British Empire, as well as those vehicles place of origin was not known and as many
Modelo 10 (Model “C”) in Granada, Spain. Note
sourced through Ford in the U.S.A. via Ford of these cars had been ‘rebuilt’ with parts
the anti-fraud seal top right.
of Canada. As if to stress the point, in this from different vehicles, a new ‘chassis’
issue there were two articles written by Bill number (Vehicle Identification Number)
Ballard in Australia, covering his Model “CX” was allocated to them. The reallocated
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numbers remain on the chassis sidemembers. During the forties and fifties, all
cars displayed an official plate (Ministerio de
Obras Públicas) with the name and address
of the owner, make and type of vehicle as well
as the engine number and new chassis
number. The plate was screwed to the
bulkhead and officially sealed to stop fraud.”

the Sunday evening and the following lunchtime. Not only that, but photographs
appeared in the Northern Echo and the Stockton & Darlington Times the following
week. Well done Ewan flying the Y&C flag! Coincidentally, CER 46 appeared in the
2001 publication ‘What’s that new mark’, a directory on the present-day registration
letters. The car is now owned by the lapsed member Paul Clarke in Stevenage. Another
car receiving attention was the ex-Paul Dickinson Tudor Model “Y”, BYL 276, which a
friend of Julian Janicki had spotted in Klever, Germany, painted in a pea-green and
black livery. The
photograph he sent
shows
the
car
Whilst on the subject of the two Luis receiving a goodly
Cascantes, this issue reported that, in amount of attention
October 2000, Luis Cascante Gomis’ father, at a local show.
Luis Cascante Davila (a Model “C” member)
retired from the board of FIVA (Federation
Internationale des Vehicules Anciens) at the
� CER 46 as it
age of 81 after a long and distinguished
appeared in the
career. He had been the Chairman of FIVA,
V e n t u r e
handing over the post to Lord Montagu in
publications
1980. Luis senior died in March 2008.
‘The
2001
Motor Vehicle
The 2000 All Ford Rally was one of the
Registration
wettest ever. It rained from 9.30 in the
Mark Scheme’.
morning until 3.10 in the afternoon.
Note
the
Thankfully, we were on the hardstanding of
abhorrent
Abingdon airfield, rather than in muddy
‘dealer-speak’
fields as in days of yore. This did not dampen
“Y-Type” – ugh!
our spirits as there were some 18 vehicles on
our stand, plus one of John Hampton’s vans
and Craig Toomey’s short rad bolstering the Graham Miles gave
Sidevalve Club’s numbers. Our stand us the latest news on
boasted 4 Model “Y” tourers, 3 Model “CX” the spares front. The Club had been given sufficient restorable 8 and 10hp engines for
tourers, Graham Miles’ van, a Model “C” and engine overhauls to resume. The budget price for a total 8 hp engine rebuild was, then,
7 Model “Y” saloons, one of which, the late £1000. There was not such good news on the reproduction of the radiator badge
Bill Baxman’s, had travelled from the Isle of mounts. Although it would seem easy to make a casting from the mould of an original,
Wight. The most harrowing sight was to the precision of the size of the oval mount made it too difficult. Paul Beck of Small
witness the arrival of Jack and Shirley Clarke Ford Spares had given up trying. Later in the magazine, Graham (a.k.a. Doctor Ford)
in ENO, their Tudor Model “Y”. The sun was produced another in his series of erudite articles, this time on the ignition circuit, the
shining brightly in Waltham Abbey when coil and the condenser. Common faults were also covered.
they set out. The sceptical Shirley had been
persuaded that this was going to be a We welcomed three new members in this issue; Richard Bilbe from Reading, Richard
glorious day out. There was no smile on Levett from Harrogate and Keith Oliver from Smalley in Derbyshire. Richard Bilbe
Shirley’s face when they arrived in the had taken over one of his brother, Graham’s Model “Y”s, the Fordor, AMT 849, and
pouring rain at Abingdon, Jack resplendent was setting about its restoration. Richard Levett moved to Kempston, Bedfordshire
in his sunshine shirt and Bermuda shorts! and the car (EWL 117) appears to have changed ownership to lapsed member Michael
There were some 400 old Fords present at Flemming in Aston, Worcestershire. Finally, I am delighted to say that Keith Oliver
the show and we were proud to receive the remains a member today with his September 1936 green and black Tudor Model “Y”,
third prize in the pre-war Class2 with Mike DGC 631; hopefully roaming and enjoying driving in the Peak District in Derbyshire.
Meadows’ immaculately, recently restored
1936 Tudor Model “Y”. He was beaten by a
1932 V8 Model 18 doctor’s coupé and an
immaculate 1935 Model 48 coupé, the Model
48 being the Model “CX”’s big sister.
Barry Diggle included another in his series
of Northern Sidelights reporting on the
Harewood Steam Rally held over the August
Bank Holiday. Only three of his Yorkshire
members turned out, Eddie Parkin from the
Skopos Museum, Ken and Ruth sleight in
their Model “CX” saloon and John Jennings,
who joined Barry in Model “Y” ownership.
The judges were so impressed with the stand
that it was awarded the ‘Best Club Stand’
award and, in recognition, they were asked
to lead the way round the arena.
Ex-member
Ewan
Manuel
from
Middlesborough had taken his 1937 Tudor
Model “Y”, CER 46, and family to a show at
Ormesby Hall. There he set up his 1937
gramophone playing vintage records, which
not only attracted many visitors but also
Tyne Tees Television, who showed the car on

� Spotted receiving plenty of attention in Klever, Germany, the ex-Paul Dickinson June
1935 Tudor Model “Y” Y103485. Klever is just over the Dutch border near Nijmagen.
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A young German couple showing off their new car, a 1935 Eifel cabrio-limousine. This would have been one of the earliest Model
“C”-based Eifel products out of the Ford Motor Company A.G. of Cologne (Köln) factory

� Measuring 7.8 on
the Richter scale,
Measuring
7.8 on the
the Hawke’s
Bay
earthquake
of
Richter scale, the
February,
1931
Hawke’s Bay
c o m p l e t e l y
earthquake
destroyedofall but a
few buildings
in
February,
1931
Napier on the
completely destroyed
North Island of
all New
but a Zealand.
few buildings
The
rebuilt
town
is
now
in Napier on the North
regarded as the Art
Island
of New
Zealand.
Deco
capital
of the
world.
As
The rebuilt town issuch,
now
classicas the Art car
regarded
gatherings are a
Deco
capital offeature.
the
regular
HereAsa such,
1936classic
Tudor
world.
long rad Model “Y”
car gatherings are a
is
on
display
regular
feature. Here
downtown
at a
2003
meeting
a 1936 Tudor long rad
Model “Y” is on display
downtown at a 2003
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A similar, but less polished Tudor
long rad Model “Y” in
Watergate Street, Chester in
1937.

DVLA
APPLICATIONS.
If your car restoration is nearing completion
and you wish to use the club services to obtain
your registration mark, your first step should
be to contact either of our club
authenticators: Andrew Bailey or Bob
Wilkinson.
Also check the club procedures on our club
website.
The above preparations will save you and the
club a great deal of time. Please do not send
any original documents (eg. Old log books /
tax discs ) to club without first checking with
Andrew or me. Never send documents To
DVLA without first keeping a photo copy.
Our procedures are detailed, well tested and,
importantly accepted by DVLA. Note that we
will process documents, and inspect, for
vehicles which are whole, complete and
nearly ready for the road.

A Cornwall registered 1932 short rad Model “Y”
waits at the traffic lights a long way from home
in the busy centre of London in 1957
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Due to the corona virus DVLA has not been
processing applications for original or agerelated registrations for some months. I hope
to see some improvement in this situation
shortly as DVLA staff return from furlough.
Bob Wilkinson.
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It’s a funny old world.
Some of you may know, I worked for the AA many years ago. My service time of 18 years or so,
including many years as a patrolman, in the ‘Points and Condenser’ days, a long time ago. I was
thinking about some amusing little tales, and things which happened to me over the years. I
remember going to a non-starter, in East London, a 100E Ford if I remember correctly, the owner
being a Vicar. Now the first thing to find out, is if the car has been ‘dabbled’ with by the owner, plug
leads crossed etc. Receiving a categorical “haven’t touched it” reply to my question, I asked the owner,
who was a believer and preached all things righteous, and holy, WHY was the carburettor float sitting
on top of the battery ??!!
There was the AA member, who was advised to use STP oil treatment additive in his Humber Snipe
engine, which was burning oil. After adding said additive (a thick treacle like oil) to the engine, it
wouldn’t start. On having a look around the engine, I saw to my horror several or more empty STP
tins ! Yes you guessed it !
Then there was the time when I was called to a Morris Minor which the lady said
would not start following a loud bang from the engine. It was my night shift and out
in the ‘sticks’ at about 2 in the morning. The car was occupied by mother and
pregnant daughter, who was having regular contractions ! and on their way to
maternity ! I took a look at the engine, said hello to no 4 piston and con rod, sticking
out the side of the smashed engine block, and called our control to organise an
ambulance, pronto for the young lady. The ambulance was taking ages, as they
couldn’t find the unmarked country lane.... so as mum was about to pass out, ( I
thought blokes did that), so placing the young lady in the front of my Land Rover,
I delivered the little rascal my self...really ! ( boy) ... that’s enough details.
Then in the East India Dock Road, in East London, early one morning, I recall laying
under a 16 ton TK Bedford lorry reconnecting damaged wiring. The lorry contained
live PIGS. The wiring to the rear lights had come off its securing clips and got
mangled around the propeller shaft, ripping the lot apart. So I spent some time
making things good, soldering connectors etc. But the ‘substance’ running through
the floor boards, made me, smell somewhat disgusting, with 5 hours of my shift left
... nice.

I could write a book !
Till next time,
Dave T

Three on the floor
experiences in restoring a ‘Y’ might
be of interest to readers.
I started with a basically sound early
1933 short radiator model which I
purchased in November 1973 for
£300.. All of my spare time in 1974
and an additional £200 produced
the results shown. The motor is
original, 8 horse power, and was
completely overhauled just before I
got the car. The car is almost
complete, including the engine
compartment oil can. Mechanically
the car is missing only the two rear
shocks. I have overhauled the
starter, generator and put new
brakes on the car. Also re-covered
the seats, kick panels, side panels
and cubby holes. I was able to find
new tyres, tubes and hub caps and
headlight lenses. Two hubs were
destroyed during the brake job; one was
so rusted on that I had to chisel it off and
one was machined so thin in an attempt
to smooth out the grooves that it split the
first time I put the brakes on hard.
Replacement hubs were hard to find and
expensive. The engine had an electric
fuel pump which worked well but I
removed it and reconnected
the
mechanical pump as original. As a

Once again, we present in part
from an article in “Three on
the floor”, a small A5, bimonthly magazine from 19721975. Several of these magazines
generously offered to your editor
by Graham Miles a year or so
ago. Earlier parts have featured
in earlier issues. We are nearing
the end of this collection, enough
for the next edition of
Transverse Torque I hope.
Mentions of our Model Y’s are
thin on the ground in what was
the next few issues and not until
issue no.20 in March 1975 do we
get another photo. Mentioned by
a Mr. C. Pearce (T-register).
He notes that he saw a collection
at Lybster, Caithness , near the
Portland Arms Hotel which included
a “very clean” ‘Y’ model.
We then have a letter written by a
George Pierce of Bicester, OXON, thus:
“Sir,
Reference your request for news
stories in the January issue of ‘Three
On The Floor’; perhaps my
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result, more cranking up the engine is required to start it after it has
sat for a while.
The body was in basically good condition however both running
boards were rusted beyond repair as was part of the left rear wing.
I fabricated new running boards from wood without too much
trouble, covered them with rubber and they looked original. All
wings were removed to get at the rust between the wings and the
body and new beading installed. One door was sprung and had to
be repaired and all new window channels were installed. I was able
to get duplicate keys already made for the ignition, and by using the
number stamped on the door handle rod, my local Ford dealer also
found the correct key for the door which was missing.
The car has no headliner and the proper floor mats are still needed.
I don't know the value of the car in its present condition, but I have
refused £ 750 for it. I will be exporting it to the USA in October
when I plan to retire from the USAF. After retirement I intend to
strip the car to the bare frame and restore it properly. Any time after
1976, it can probably be seen in the local parades and car events in
the Santa Barbara area of California.
CMS George Pierce.”
AMG448 is on our survivors list , first registered 6/7/1933 and now
situated in Las Vegas, owner W Pierce – his son perhaps? Chassis
no Y30298.
I wonder if it still has the original engine, and how much the car is
now worth, 44 years later.?
No further mentions appear of significance until issue no.23 in
September 1975, when we find a Mike Sedgwick submitting this
photo taken in Montevideo by his friend Alvaro Casal Tatlock in
early August. He says “the ensemble shows its forty odd years and
surely the grille is ex-Morris or Singer?” Poor though the image

is, it displays a roof rack, missing running board and a missing hub
cap! Also missing from the straight bumper is the nearside segment
- a regular injury to Model Y’s!
Its reg plate shows 248372. The radiator shows a central vertical
part similar to that of a Morris, but may be just embellishment?
The image is poor quality, so difficult to judge.
R.C.

Regional News
Regional
News
Area 10 Essex Autumn News
Hylands House Picnic 20 September
What fantastic weather we had, it was like a
summer's day. My trusty co-pilot Dulcie
Dobson and I met up with John and Maxine
Stone at the Ship Public House (outside of
course) in Hanningfield and continued in
convoy to Hylands House, where we met
Charlie and Shelia Seymour in the car park.
Unfortunately, we couldn't park the cars
together. We took a stroll around the
Farmers Market then had a picnic lunch.
After which we took a walk around the
outside of the house, unfortunately we were
unable to go inside despite the website saying
to the contrary. Following that we had a
lovely walk through the gardens. It was a
splendid day.

North Weald Station Picnic 4 Oct
The day of the North Weald Station picnic
saw the weather in stark contrast to that of
the Hylands House trip, it was cold with
constant rain. However, the conditions did
not deter us from setting off in 1940s style
costumes in the model CX, journeying
through the Essex countryside, the
windscreen wipers doing their customary
slowing down or stopping on hills, and
Dulcie was poised with tea towel in hand
frequently de-misting the windscreen. We
arrived at the station to find that Colonel Jim
Miles and Dave the Spanner Tanner had
already parked their Model CX's on the
station forecourt and had sniffed out the teas.
We found them sitting in a railway coach,
Jim was dressed in his 1940s style United
States Air Force Colonel uniform, hence his
appointed rank. Considering the appalling
conditions it was great to have three club cars
parked together.
Soon after John and Maxine Stone arrived
followed by Goeff Caves. We all sat socially
distant drinking tea and chatting then took
the train a Diesel
Multiple Unit (DMU)
to Ongar.
We all
alighted the train
and set off like
intrepid explorers on
an adventure into the
wilds of Ongar town,
but in reality we
walked around to the
front of the station
building, stood and
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sheltered for all of two minutes then boarded
the return train. The train does not initially
stop back at North Weald but continues
further on down the line nearly to Epping
station and then goes back to North Weald
station, so you get the extra ride.
We found our way back to the railway
carriage and picnicked in there with Dave
Tanner amusing us with his jokes. We had
a photoshoot of the cars and the cars with
members. Finally, we lodged an assault on
the gift shop, after which we left for home
around 3pm.
The first half of our return journey went well
but then the gremlins became bored and set
to work breaking the windscreen wipers . It
was obvious there was no quick fix so we
ended up tying a length of electrical wire to
each wiper arm and fed the wire in through
the partially open side windows. We spent
the rest of the journey going "to me", "to
you", "to me" "to you," "pull," Pull, PULL,"
every so often while Dulcie broke off from
wiping duties to demist the windscreen the
wind would catch the wire and it would get
caught on the top of the pivot, so poor Dulcie
had to keep leaning out of the window to
unhook it. It brought a whole new meaning
to the term tandem wipers. I can honestly
boast that for the first time in 56 years of
ownership that I've had wipers working
constantly with speed while going uphill. It
sure was an was uphill struggle, but it didn't
dampen our spirits.
Stephen Whitley
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(It’s great to see members making
an effort to get out – Ed)
Ongar Railway Visit
“Dear Mr Corti
Earlier today, some of the members
of the Ford Y and C Register
brought their cars along to the
Epping Ongar Railway.
As well as taking some photographs
themselves, later in the day I
arranged a photoshoot with the
cars and their owners. In between
the cars was displayed a photo
taken by my colleague Geoff Silcock
who organised bringing a steam
locomotive to Fords, Dagenham in
2002 when the company held an
Open Day there to mark the end of
vehicle production, in favour of
diesel engine production. A
passenger service was operated
around the plant’s internal railway system for the first time and Ford Anglia and Cortina cars were displayed by their club’s members (OK,
a bit more modern than your members speciality!) .
I took some photos for our railway’s house magazine, maybe you could forward these photos on. Please also feel free to post the pictures
on your website gallery.
We hope your members enjoyed their visit despite the awful weather, and hope to welcome them back to the railway on a future occasion.
Malcolm & Geoff
The Penny Salon Gallery, Epping Ongar Railway
.

Membership Matters! - News of new members

Since the last issue of “Transverse Torque”, we are pleased to welcome
to the Ford Y & C Model Register the following 1 re-joining and 3 new
members.
Paolo Aita
O-A108 Trieste Italy
Peter Clark
C1305
West Row Suffolk
Gerard Lavery
L1802
Bishopbriggs Glasgow
Oscar Phillips-Barrett P0504
Maidstone Kent
We are delighted to welcome these new members and give below brief
details of their vehicles:Paolo Aita is our new member
from Italy. He was recruited by
Sam Roberts our archivist. Paolo
is the owner of AUA 154, chassis
number Y16169 and Briggs body
number 134/1382. It is a March
1934 red/black Fordor. It was
previously unknown to the
Register. It has been exhibited in
The Ford Paolo Gratton Museum
in Gorizia. We wish you well with
the restoration and a very warm
welcome to the Club.
Peter Clark is our rejoining
member. He owns HFO 699,
chassis number Y78535, Briggs
body number 167/7643. It is a
1934 blue/black Tudor. We hope
the restoration goes well and we
are pleased to welcome you back
on board.

Oscar Phillips-Barrett – we
extend a warm welcome to Oscar
who has joined the Register. He
has purchased OW 8897, chassis
number Y132212.
It is a
green/black Tudor, first registered
31/12/1936. The vehicle is under
restoration with quite a lot of work
to do. We wish you well with the
project.
Hopefully, you will find this
contribution
to
“Transverse
Torque” informative & as always,
the club extends a warm
welcome to the new
members. The Editor will be
pleased to receive any news
& photographs of your
vehicles. I know Christmas
is going to be different for
most of us this year,
however I would still like
to take the opportunity to
wish everyone a Happy
Christmas and please
stay safe.

Mike Malyon
Membership
Officer

Gerard Lavery – we are pleased
to welcome Gerard to the Club. He
is the owner of 424 XUW. The car
is on the road. Membership of the
Register has been organized by his
partner, Elaine, as a birthday
present.
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Y&C REGISTER PARTS FOR SALE (TO MEMBERS ONLY) – ISSUE
ISSUE 246
247
Y&C REGISTER PARTS FOR SALE PLEASE NOTE ORDERING PROCEDURE: Use the current pricing and Club order form. List items required & prices in columns provided. UK prices include Postage & Packing. Overseas
postage will be invoiced according to additional costs. When ordering parts, please include the category number reference, e.g. EN11, in the column provided on the Parts Order Form. The Register does not accept
liability in any form whatsoever for any used items sold directly/indirectly through its activities. It is regretted that we are unable to supply to North America due to insurance limitations. If a required item is not
listed, please submit S.A.E. with request to Peter Ketchell.

THE PRICES LISTED INCLUDE POSTAGE & PACKING IN UK . ADDITIONAL POSTAGE COSTS ARE APPLICABLE TO OVERSEAS ORDERS AND Fuel Tanks

.BRAKES GENERAL (B)
B1a. Clevis Pins LR. (0.020 O/S) with split pins.
B1b. Clevis Pins SR (0.020 O/S) with split pins.
B1c. Clevis Pins C/CX (0.020 O/S) with split pins.
B2a. Exchange brake shoes - rollers removed - Set of 4 Early SR.
B2b. As above. Early SR/Early Intermediate. Set of 4.
B2c. As above. Late intermediate. Set of 4.
B2d. As above, LR/ C/CX. Set of 4.
B3. Brake shoe pull off springs – Set of 6.
B4. Brake and Clutch pedal return springs.
B5. Brake and Clutch pedal refurbish kits.
B6. Brake shoe pull off springs – L.R. & C/Cx. Set of 4.
B7a. Brake Rods Y Model, Long Rad – Set of Six.
B7b. Brake Rods Y Model, Short Rad – Set of Four.
B7c. Brake Rods C & CX Models – Set of Four.
B8. Long Clevis, Clevis Pin and Split Pin – Set of Two. O/S.
B9a. Brake Operating Wedge Early.
B9b. Brake Operating Wedge Late.
B10a. Stud Brake Wedge Front Late Y & C/CX.
B10b. Stud Brake Wedge Rear Late Y & C/CX.
B10c. Stud Brake Wedge Early Y.
B11a. Washer Brake Wedge Late Y & C/CX.
B11b. Washer Brake Wedge Early Y.
B12. Wedge Brake Adjuster.
B13. Plunger Brake Adjuster.
B14a. Brake Operating Pin, Early Y.
B14b. Brake Operating Pin, Late Y & C/Cx.
B15. Lever Handbrake Assembly

PRICE
£17.00 per set
£15.00 per set
£14.00 per set
£47.00 per set
£47.00 per set
£47.00 per set
£47.00 per set
£18.00 per set
£7.00 each
£84.00 each
£18.00 per Set
£124.00 per set
£88.00 per set
£84.00 per set
£9.00 per set
£25.00 each
£20.00 each
£15.00 each
£15.00 each
£20.00 each
£5.00 each
£5.00 each
£20.00 each
£20.00 each
£15.00
£15.00
£40.00

STEERING (ST)
ST1a. Track rod ends - Male design
ST1b. Track rod ends - Female design
ST2a. Drag links: - ‘Y’. State whether R.H.D. or L.H.D.
ST2b. Drag links: - ‘C’/’CX’. State whether R.H.D. or L.H.D.
ST3a. Steering boxes – RHD - Serviced – Y, (Exchange).
ST3b. Steering boxes – LHD - Serviced – Y, . (Exchange).
ST3c. Steering boxes – RHD - Serviced – C/Cx, (Exchange).
ST3d. Steering boxes – LHD - Serviced – C/Cx, . (Exchange).
ST4. Steering column support.

£57.00 pair
£34.00 pair
£60.00 each
£60.00 each
£335.00 each
£335.00 each
£335.00 each
£335.00 each
£18.00 each

FRONT AXLE/BRAKES/SUSPENSION (AF)
AF1. King pins, bushes, thrusts & shims- Exchange. State model
Including £25 returnable on unused thrusts.
AF2a. King pin bush thrust & shim kit - Axle set
Including £25 returnable on unused thrusts
AF2b. King pin shim
AF2c. King pin black felt seals
AF3. Front hub bearings – includes inner & outer bearings
AF4. Front brake hub & drum – with bearing – (Exchange).
AF4a. As above - without bearings – (Exchange).
AF5a. Front brake lever return spring, Y2096 RH.
AF5b. Front brake lever return spring, Y2097 LH.
AF6a. Brake operating shaft (top king pin) Y2076 RH
AF6b. Brake operating shaft (top king pin) Y2077 LH
AF7. Front brake rod support. Mounts on A-frame to rod
AF8. Front shackles and Bushes. – Axle Set
AF9. Shackle bushes
AF10a. Road spring - Model Y. New / Old Stock.
AF10b. Road spring – Model C. Refurbished.
AF11. Shock absorber kits. Refurbished Armstrong type
LR. Model ‘ Y’s’ only – includes links and hardware. (Exchange).
AF12a Stub Axle Assemblies with bushes, thrusts & shims.
AF12b Stub Axle Assemblies as above with King Pins.
Both above items are – (Exchange).
AF13a. Perch Bolt, Model Y. – (Exchange).
AF13b. Perch Bolt, Model C/Cx. – (Exchange).
AF14. Front Hub Grease Cap.
AF15. Front Spring Clip and Bar.
AF16. Front Hub Grease Retainer Washer.
AF17. Refurbished Pear Shape Shock Absorbers.
includes links and hardware. (Exchange).
REAR AXLE/BRAKES/SUSPENSION (AR)
AR1. Hub bearing/sleeve kit, including outer seals (axle kit).
AR1a. Hub outer seal – Replacement to be used with kit AR.1.
AR2. Hub outer seal - original - Y1175
AR3. Axle casing inner seal - Y4050
AR4. Differential bearings
AR5. Pinion bearings
AR6a. Crown wheel & pinion YE-4209-F

£110.00 per pair
£75.00 per set
£3.00 each
£3.00 each
£58.00 per hub
Out of Stock.
Out of Stock.
£8.00 each
£8.00 each
£36.00 each
£36.00 each
£8.00 each
£38.00 pair
£7.00 pair
£53.00 each
£54.00 each
£260.00 per pair
£120.00 per pair
£155.00 per pair
£75.00 per pair
£35.00 per pair
£10.00 each
£30.00 per pair
£5.00 each
£395.00 per pair

£200.00 per kit
£13.00 pair
£6.00 each
£16.00 each
£32.00 each
£32.00 each
£320.00 each

‘#’

AR6b. Drive Shaft Pin, for AR6a. above
AR7a. Rear brake cam shaft lever spring Y2220 RH
AR7b. Rear brake cam shaft lever spring Y2221 LH
AR8a. Rear brake operating shaft. LR/C CE2231 RH
AR8b. Rear brake operating shaft. LR/C CE2232 LH
AR9a. Rear brake operating shaft. Early/Int. Y2231 RH
AR9b. Rear brake operating shaft. Early/Int. Y2232 LH
AR10. Rear brake expander cam shaft. Early/Int. Y2230
AR11a. Rear brake rod support bracket for LR with double holes
AR11b. Rear brake rod support bracket for LR with two R7’s fitted
AR12. Rear shackles and Bushes – Axle Set
AR13. Shackle bushes
AR14. Road spring - State ‘Y’ or ‘C’. Used parts.
AR15. Shock absorber kits. Refurbished Armstrong type
LR. Model ‘Y’ only – includes links and hardware. (Exchange).
AR16. Driveshaft front bearing - Y4645
AR17. Driveshaft front seal - Y4245
AR18. Rear Axle Assembly, (New C. W. & P)
AR19. Rear Spring Clip and Bar.
AR20. Refurbished Pear Shape Shock Absorbers.
Includes links and hardware. (Exchange).
AR21. Universal Joint Housing Cap.
ENGINE/CLUTCH (EN)
EN1a Valves, 3 types used - send old one as pattern
EN1b.Valves as above set of 8.
EN1c. Valves oversize stem with matching valve guide
EN2. Valve springs - set of eight
EN3. Split matched valve guide and valve (late engine only)
EN4. Flywheel ring gear
EN5a. Cylinder head stud & nut
EN5b. Cylinder head nuts.
EN6a. Gasket – cylinder head – 8 HP
EN6b. Gasket – cylinder head – 10 HP
EN7a. Gaskets – head set – 8 HP
EN7b. Gaskets – head set – 10 HP
EN8a. Gaskets - sump set; Pre War gear driven cam shaft.
EN8b. Gaskets - sump set; Post War chain driven cam shaft.
EN9a. Gasket – manifold – 8 h.p.
EN9b. Gasket – manifold – 10 h.p.
EN9c. Hot Spot Gasket 8 and 10 h.p.
EN10a. Hoses, straight; – top 9.5” x 1.75”.
EN10b. Hoses, straight; – bottom 8” x 1.25”
EN11. Hoses, moulded; - top
EN12. Hose, moulded; - bottom
EN13. Water outlet – cylinder head to hose
EN14a. Fan belts – 4” pulley
EN14b. Fan belts – 3” pulley
EN15. Clutch centre plate – (Exchange).
EN16. Clutch pressure plate – (Exchange).
EN17. Clutch release bearing pre-packed
EN18. Clutch spigot bearing
EN19a. Starting handle – Model ‘Y’
EN19b. Starting handle – Model ‘C & CX’

£12.00 each
£8.00 each
£8.00 each
£36.00 each
£36.00 each
£24.00 each
£24.00 each
£20.00 each
£40.00 each
£60.00 each
£55.00 pair
£7.00 pair
£60.00 each
£210.00 per pair
£27.00 each
£15.00 each
£660.00 each
£30.00 per pair
£395.00 per pair
£25.00 each
£15.00 each
£105.00 each
£30.00 each
£20.00 per set
£27.00 each
£40.00 each
£7.00 each
£6.00 set
£26.00 each
£26.00 each
£36.00 per set
£36.00 per set
£33.00 per set
£25.00 per set
£14.00 each
£14.00 each
£10.00 each
£18.00 each
£11.00 each
£22.00 each
£25.00 each
Out of Stock
£15.00 each
£15.00 each
£40.00 each
£74.00 each
£22.00 each
£13.00 each
£43.00 each
£36.00 each

EN20. Y7522 Trunnion (clutch pedal to release arm adjuster).

£6.00 each

EN21. Side Plate Gasket
EN22. Dip Stick Tubes Late Engine
EN23. Small end bushes. - Set of Four
EN24. Air Circulation Fan Blade
EN25a. Dip Stick Early Engine.
EN25b. Dip Stick Late Engine.
EN26. Ratchet Crankshaft.
EN27a. Valve Retainer Collet.
EN27b. Valve Retainer Collet, Set of 8.
EN28. Crankshaft Oil Slinger.
EN29. Crankshaft Pulley and Seal.

£14.00 each
£13.00 each
£32.00 per set
£18.00 each
£20.00 each
£20.00 each
£20.00 each
£2.00 each
£10.00 per set
£8.00 each
£35.00 each

GEARBOX/DRIVELINE (G)
G1. Gearbox / Engine Rear Support Strap
G2. Speedometer Head, Model Y & C/Cx.
G3a. Speedo cable assembly. ‘Y’ Model
G3b. Speedo cable assembly. ‘C’ Model
G4. Gearbox Bearing
G5. Ball (Gear change lever)
For other Gearbox parts - please call

£18.00 each
£195.00 each
£35.00 each
£39.00 each
£32.00 each
£7.00 each
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FUEL SYSTEM (FS)
FS1a. Carburettor - 8 HP – (Exchange).
FS1b. Carburettor - 10 HP – (Exchange).
FS2. Fuel pump – (Exchange).
FS3a. Fuel line to pump flexible hose
FS3b. Braided Fuel line to pump flexible hose. - (Exchange).
FS4. Accelerator return spring Y9737 (on accelerator rod assembly)
FS5a Carburettor to manifold gasket 8 HP.
FS5b Carburettor to manifold gasket 10 HP.
FS6a. Fuel Tank Model Y.
FS6b. Fuel Tank Model C.
FS7. Accelerator Assembly.

£128.00 each
£128.00 each
£55.00 each
£14.00 each
£21.00 each
£8.00 each
£2.50 each
£2.50 each
Out of Stock
Out of Stock
£40.00 each

EXHAUST SYSTEM (ES)
ES1. Exhaust ‘C’, with tail pipe – stainless steel
ES2. Exhaust ‘Y’ - stainless steel
ES2a. Exhaust extension and bracket ‘Y’ - stainless steel
ES3. Exhaust Brass Manifold Connector for Windscreen Wipers
ES4. Exhaust Clamp.

£300.00 each
£205.00 each
£48.00 each.
£4.00 each
£10.00 each

RUBBER PARTS (R)
R1. Door stop buffers – ‘Y’
R2. Front axle beam stop rubber - ‘C’ - Metal on request
R3. A-frame rubber ball
R4. Running board pyramid matting (flat sheets)
R5. Side lights - base mats - short rad
R6. Side lights – base mats - ‘C’
R7. Rear brake rod support rubbers, long rad
R8. Under bonnet kit, ‘Y’
R9. Shield (drag link and track rod studs)
R10. Engine mounts – (Exchange).
R11. Gearbox mounts
R12a. Brake and clutch pedals – (Exchange).
R12b. Brake and clutch pedals - non-exchange
R13. Petrol tank filler grommet. Models ‘C’/ ‘CX’
R14. Carpet Floor Mat – Model Y. (10 x 8 inches)

£7.00 each
£48.00 pair
£11.00 each
£70.00 pair
£22.00 pair
£38.00 pair
£22.00 pair
£33.00 per set
£12.00 pair
£34.00 pair
£55.00 each
£33.00 pair
£50.00 pair
£35.00 each
£6.00 each

ELECTRICAL (EL)
EL1. Headlamp lens - late curved diamond
EL2. Headlamp lens - early type – please call
EL3. Headlamp Magniflex bars (diamond shape)
EL4. Headlamp rims, late long rad and ‘C’/‘CX’
EL5. Side light lenses in Epoxy Resin - early ‘Y’
EL6a. Side light base assemblies – ‘Y’
EL6b. Side light base assemblies – ‘C’
EL7. Side light lenses – ‘C’
EL8. Rear light lens (original) - glass - long rad/‘C’
EL9. Battery fixing bolts
EL10. Battery Lead – braided - +ve lug to bulkhead
EL11. Battery lug bolts
EL12. Headlamp bulbs (wattage not stated)
EL13a. Front Side Light Bulbs; - SCC
EL13b. Rear Lamp Bulbs; - Straight Pin.
EL13c. Rear Lamp Bulbs; – Off Set Pin.
EL14a. Distributor cap - early.
EL14b. Distributor cap - late.
EL15. Distributor points (late type)
EL16. Rotor arm (late type)
EL17a. Condenser – Original.
EL17b. Condenser – Electronic.
EL18. HT leads - standard kit - braided cable with 10 ends
EL19. HT leads - Deluxe kit, includes rubber shields
EL20. Coil 6 volt
EL21. Spark plugs - L10 equivalent - set of 4
EL22. Dynamo cut out; - (Exchange).
EL23a. Dynamo - 6 Volts, - (Exchange).
EL23b. Starter Motors - 8 H.P, - (Exchange).
EL23c. Starter Motors - 10 H.P, - (Exchange).
EL24. Wiring looms
EL25a. Headlamp reflectors; Early – (Exchange).
EL25b. Headlamp reflectors; Late – (Exchange).
EL26. Headlamp adjusting spring, LR, C & CX.
EL27. Distributor LR, C & CX. – (Exchange).
EL28. Starter Motor Switch Assembly
EL29. Distributor Timing Lever, (Clamp).
EL30. Ignition and Lighting Switch Assembly.

£18.00 each
£18.00 each
£17.00 each
£48.00 each
£15.00 each
£57.00 each
£57.00 each
£15.00 each
£13.00 each
£5.00 pair
£6.00 each
£4.00 pair
£8.00 each
£4.00 each
£4.00 each
£4.00 each
Out of Stock
£23.00 each
£7.00 each
£6.00 each
£10.00 each
£18.00 each
£17.00 set
£25.00 set
£35.00 each
£20.00 set
£25.00 each
# £95.00 each
# £110.00 each
# £120.00 each
See ‘Useful Contacts’
£55.00 each
£55.00 each
£3.00 each
£128.00 each
£20.00 each
£5.00 each
£50.00 each exchange

BODY FITTINGS (BF) Etc.
BF1a. Bumper front - long rad
BF1b. Bumper front - ‘C’/ CX
BF2. Bumper rear - long rad /’C’
BF3a. Bumper bar end caps - early.
BF3b. Bumper bar end caps - late.
BF3c. Bumper bar bolts - long rad/'C'/'CX'
BF3d. Bumper bar bolts – short rad.
BF4. Rear lamp bracket - ‘C’
BF5a. Floor board screws - set of 40
BF5b. Floor board screws and washers
BF6a. Door handles (External) – Y LR, Drivers Side - (Exchange).

£345.00 each
£345.00 each
£330.00 each
£16.00 pair
£16.00 pair
£20.00 pair
£32.00 pair
£44.00 each
£15.00 per set
£20.00 per set
£27.00 each

BF6b. Door handles (External) – C/Cx, Drivers Side - (Exchange).
BF6c. Internal door handles – Y LR - (Exchange).
BF6d. Internal door handles – C/Cx - (Exchange).
BF6e. Door handles (External) – Y LR, Locking - (Exchange).
BF6f. Door handles (External) – C/Cx, Locking - (Exchange).
BF6g. Door handles (External) – C/Cx, Drivers Rear - (Exchange).
BF6h. Door handles (External) – Y LR, Drivers Rear - (Exchange).
BF7a. Door handle escutcheons (External) – (Exchange).
BF7b. Door handle escutcheons (Locking) (External) – (Exchange).
BF8. Hinge centre bolt/ spring/ tag – long rad
BF9. Hinge brass balls
BF10. Striker wedges - female, pillar mounted ‘Y’ (One Door)
BF11a. Radiator badge mount – long rad – (Exchange).
BF11b. Radiator badge mount – C/ CX – (Exchange).
BF12. Radiator mount enamel badge - dark blue only.
BF13. Hub cap – ‘Y’
BF14. Oil can
BF15. Oil can transfer
BF16. Oil can bracket
BF17. Wheel nuts ‘Y’ - set of 20
BF18. Wheel nuts ‘Y’ - individual
BF19. Wheel nuts ‘C’
BF20. Vacuum wiper motor – Trico, New/Old stock, . (Exchange).
BF21a. Wiper blade – straight arm type
BF21b. Wiper blade and peg – hook fixing type
BF22. Spare wheel strap ‘Y’ - reproduction
BF23. Dash panel insert – intermediate ‘Y’ – (Exchange).
BF24a. Horn push surround – SR.
BF24b. Horn push surround – LR
BF25. Luggage Racks
BF26. Spare Wheel Bracket
BF27a. Door handle escutcheons (Internal) S.R.
BF27b. Door handle escutcheons (Internal) L.R.
BF28. Oval Head Door Handle, Slotted Screws. (Set of 4).
BF29a. Windscreen Swing Arm Nuts and Washers, S.R. Six Pieces.
BF29b. Windscreen Opening Mechanism. L.R.
BF30. Rear Licence Plate Bracket.
BF31. Tail Light Shield.
BF32a. Instrument Face Transfers, Y, LR (3 transfers)
BF32b. Instrument Face Transfers, C & CX. (4 transfers)
BF33a. Bracket Bonnet Hinge. Dash.
BF33b. Bracket Bonnet Hinge. Radiator.
BF33c. Bonnet Strip Hinge. (32 inches) (Includes BF33a & BF33b)
BF34. Windscreen Regulator Handle. - (Exchange).
BF35a. Horn Push SR. C/Cx.
BF35b Horn Push LR
BF36. Horn Bracket C/Cx.
BF37a. Bonnet Catch Assemblies
BF37b. Bonnet Side Panel Clips. (Set of 4)
BF38. Door Window Regulator, C/Cx

£27.00 each
£25.00 each
£25.00 each
£27.00 each
£27.00 each
£27.00 each
£27.00 each
£13.00 each
£13.00 each
£6.00 each
£5.00 each
£19.00 per set
£32.00 each
£32.00 each
£20.00 each
£29.00 each
Out of stock
£11.00 each
£23.00 each
£70.00 per set
£6.00 each
£4.00 each
£35.00 each
£3.00 each
£7.00 each
£27.00 each
£60.00 each
£27.00 each
£27.00 each
£195.00 each
£21.00 each
£10.00 each
£13.00 each
£5.00 per set
£17.00 per pair
£40.00 each
£14.00 each
£11.00 each
£8.00 per set.
£10.00 per set.
£15.00 each
£15.00 each
£54.00 each
£20.00 each
£20.00 each
£20.00 each
£15.00 each
Out of Stock
£45.00 per set
£27.00 each

Note: - Where items are marked ‘- Exchange’, you will be told where to send the old item, in
a clean condition please, after you have placed your order. Upon receipt of the old part, a
replacement will be shipped to you. Overseas members are advised to insure items sent for
exchange. All items listed are either new or refurbished ‘wear and tear’ parts.
Items marked # are to be collected or postage and packing added.
Note also: - If you are not skilled in vehicle repairs and you are contemplating a repair which might impair
the safety of the car, you should engage the skills of someone who is competent.
Publications
UK,
P1
Instruction Book : Model Y (1932- late 1933)
£16.00
P2
Instruction Book : The Popular (Long Rad)
P3
Parts Catalogue Illustrated (All Y Models)
P4
Instruction Book: The Deluxe C/CX)
P5
P6

Service Bulletin Part 1 : Vol1-Vol3 no.7 (Sep’32-Aug ’34)
£17.00,
Service Bulletin Part 2: Vol3 no.8 to Vol 7 no 6 (1934-Dec ’38)

P7
Ford Models Y&C – Henry’s Cars for Europe
by Sam Roberts
£30.00,

Europe

Rest of World

£18.00

£22.00

£20.00,

£25.00

£37.00,

£45.00

Clothing & Sundries
Shirts, coats, fleeces and umbrellas are available from
Robert Jarvis – contact direct on 01295 259 800
Identification of parts: Besides photos in the magazine, more are included on our website and Forums –
Request help if needed from our Editor

Password for our website will be:
www.fordyandcmodelregister.co.uk
Members : New Password
GuyNov5th#247
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Snippets
The Abbott’s new home.
Following the advertisement for the sale of the E.D. Abbott Ltd.- bodied
Model “Y” in the last issue, Andrew Carter received offers from four
potential restorers. On a first come, first served basis, he sold the tourer to
Graham Power in Eastbourne, who had recently completed an excellent
restoration of a fawn Model “CX” tourer CTV 188 (C52100). Graham is a
perfectionist and is keen to restore the Abbott to its original spec. He has
promised to keep us informed of his progress through Transverse Torque.

That Christmas present;
…or do you have it already? If not, as many members will tell you, ‘Ford
Models Y&C. Henry’s Cars for Europe’ is a must for the pre-war small Ford
enthusiast. Thoroughly researched in the Henry Ford Museum archive
library in Dearborn, Detroit, it tells the full story of the need, conception,
design, development, trials, prototypes, pre-production models, production
in this country and assembly throughout Europe and the ‘Empire’. The
programme did not all go to plan with design and political problems during
the initial stages. The book is the sole property of the Ford Y&C Model
Register, to which all proceeds go, so add a copy to your Christmas wish-list.
Purchase details are included on the centrefold of Transverse Torque or
email sam@samroberts.plus.com.

� “David Burgess-Wise was the Corporate Historian
at Ford Europe in the 1980s and 90s.

Rear window seal.
The question was raised about the correct rubber extrusion to seal the glass
in the rear window. The correct cross section is as shown and is available
from C.O.H. Baines Ltd., 9 Park Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, TN4 9JP
Tel:- 01892 543311 Catalogue reference:- IRS 0227
�

“The cross section of the correct rubber extrusion to seal the glass in
the rear window: Baines catalogue IRS 0277

Classic Car Loan Project.
Classic Drivers are Better Drivers….!
Driving Tips For Classic Newcomers.

Become familiar with the car so that you can
find all switches even in the dark.
Do your maintenance checks. Ensure tyres
are properly inflated – this helps handling
and keeps you safe.

Driving a classic car is a challenge to those who have
experienced only modern cars. It is a challenge worth
taking on as the result is probably to become a better
driver for all cars and situations.
The following tips have come from the young drivers in
the Classic Car Loan Project as a result of their year long,
but first, experience with a classic car.
Their tips:
Allow more time for your journeys. Do not rush. Enjoy
the drive, and the challenge of driving well.
Drive with greater mechanical sympathy and less speed.
Avoid heavy acceleration and braking.
Classic brakes are very different from modern brakes,
keep big gaps! Think ahead, brake early and steadily.
Plan your routes to avoid possible holdups in heavy traffic,
and motorways. Take maps with you.
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Always carry tools, water, and a torch……and
mobile phone.
If your car does not have a radio, and you are
doing a long journey, take a battery operated
one! OR better still listen to the music of the
engine!
Additional Comments:
Do not hurry. Classic cars are about taking
your time, and not watching the clock. They
will get you there if you take your time and
look after them well. So, don’t watch the
clock, watch the road, and to enjoy the
simple act of driving and enjoy all of the
friendly smiles you get.
By slowing you down slightly, it also reminds
you not to rush - to take your time . In a
classic car you are far more in tune with the
vehicle, more aware of the road and your
surroundings, and far more likely to take
pleasure in it all.
One of the best things about driving a classic
car is the ability to make other people smile,
just simply by being there. The number of
people who smile or wave as you drive past
in a classic that they remember from their Classic Car Loan Project Manager, Bob Wilkinson said, “The young drivers have come
childhood, or that they don’t often see on the through lots of experiences during their year with a classic. Their feedback on driving
road anymore, is truly addictive.
techniques is valued. Maybe we older hands have thought we were better drivers, and this
may be proof!”
One young driver quoted …..“The experience
of driving a classic over several months has Readers can see all the stories from the young drivers at
made me a better and safer driver of my
modern car. Smoother drive, greater
www.classiccarloanproject.co.uk
anticipation, and awareness. Thanks for such
a wonderful opportunity.”

Members Upwrite
My interest in things Ford is quite clearly genetic. My Dad, and indeed his dad, always ran Fords,
and for the duration of WW2 he had a Model C laid up on blocks in our garage. It was grey, called
Freddie, and along with my twin sister, we would spend hours playing in it and pretending to
drive to an imaginary destination for a holiday.
After the ending of hostilities, Freddie was brought back to life, and although petrol was severely
rationed we managed to go on family holidays, sometimes the Lake District, other times Cornwall.
As we were a family of six, there was a fair bit of shoe-horning to fit us all in. Twin sister Sue
always travelled on mother's knee in the front, while I was between my two elder brothers in the
back. This meant that I performed the role of an unwilling punchbag as the other two were
constantly trying to kill each other.
I recall the luggage was strapped to the roof in some way, plus some boot space which could only
be accessed by raising the seat back. Somehow Sue always managed to want her favourite doll
after we had travelled a few miles, so that involved pitchforking us boys out to get to it!
One of my memories of Freddie was a shopping trip that mum took us on. Just Sue and I were
in the back, and mum parked on a hill outside the post office. When she was inside the car started
to roll down the hill, so I got into the front, hauled on the handbrake and steered Freddie into
the kerb. That made me something of a six year old hero and earned me a bag of dolly mixtures!
Fast forward 73 years and when I sat in Andrew Bailey's CX Tourer prior to purchasing it, the
big chrome plated handbrake lever brought all the memories back. Now 12 months on, and the
brakes nicely bedded in, it's such an efficient handbrake that it only needs a modest pull to lock
the back wheels, easy for a six year old.
Freddie sadly developed a terminal illness, not sure what it was but I do recall him standing by
the roadside with a horrible list to starboard. Before long a black 7Y appeared in the drive, with
a nice Bakelite dash and a dustbin lid on the back. The accommodation problem was much the
same, as was access to the boot, so it wasn't long before the old feller swapped it in for a brand
new E493A Prefect. Having four doors made life easier, and we got a little trailer which made
holidaying that much easier. Still no heater, but an electric de-froster on the windscreen which,
on 6 raging volts, gave a gap of at least two inches to see through. Nevertheless it (didn't have a
name strangely) served us well, but when the Mk1 Zephyr was introduced, it wasn't long before
father succumbed to temptation and the Prefect was replaced by a gleaming black Zephyr. This
by contrast was like riding on a cloud, and the performance simply hit one in the back. Then, as
indeed now, I had a mania for polishing anything, from cars to grandfather clocks, so of course
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the Zephyr was never anything but immaculate,
regularly treated to Simonize wax. One day I
thought the beautiful red leather bench seats
looked slightly dull, so I treated them to leather
polish and buffed the leather to a gleaming
shine. Sadly I forgot to tell the old feller, and
when he next took a right hand bend at speed (
a Zephyr had just done rather well in the Monte
Carlo Rally so anything Maurice Gatsonides
could do ....) dad suddenly found himself on the
passenger side, still clinging on the wheel!
I learnt to drive in that car, but it's life was
amazingly short and in 7 years the sills were in
holes, the door bottoms gone and the engine
using oil like the stuff was going out of fashion.
Mk. 2s and a Mk3 followed on, but the old E493
is probably still going strong.
I got into trials cars in around 1961, and of
course they were all Ford sidevalve powered,
and on 12 volts. This is why I never had qualms
about running 12 volts through my Y's starter
motor - never a problem starting even in winter!
It was great to see everyone at Gaydon but so
sorry not to have Bob and Pat with us and we
send him every good wish for a speedy recovery.
We go out in the oldies whenever possible, and
they never fail to attract interest.
With best wishes to everyone, and especially to
Roger Corti.
Robin Jager
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Peter Burgess forwarded this item, via founder member Jim
Miles:

THE VENUE FOR THE

ANTIFREEZE IN CLASSIC
CARS Advice from Federation of
British Historic Vehicle Clubs
(FBHVC)

1935 FORD

Technology moves forward; new products are constantly being launched with
claims to improved formulations and performance. With the bitterly cold weather
during the winter of 2009/2010, antifreeze has been in the headlines, with some
alarming stories in relation to classic cars. At first, these seem to be about the
well-known tendency of antifreeze to find the tiniest hole and cause leaks.
However, in some cases it has led to catastrophic engine problems. Traditional
blue ethylene glycol is a toxic but highly effective antifreeze; it contains silicates
as an inhibitor to help prevent corrosion in engines with mixed metals in
their make-up. Bluecol and Blue Star are well known brand names; both are
declared suitable for ‘classic cars’ on their company websites. Halfords also sells
this type of anti-freeze with its own branding. Be aware that there are also lowor no-silicate ethylene glycol formulations (usually red) available which may not
be suitable for all engines.
Propylene glycol is another well-known and less toxic antifreeze formula and
usually contains silicates. However, Comma, the main manufacturer, has now
discontinued it in favour of an ethylene glycol product containing ‘bittering
agents’ to make it less palatable and minimise the risk of accidental poisoning.
Both
of
these
products
use inorganic additive technology
(IAT).
Recently, problems have been
reported concerning the use of
antifreeze mixtures using organic
acid technology (OAT). OAT was
introduced in the mid-1990s and
the products are biodegradable,
recyclable, do not contain either
silicates or phosphates and are
designed to be longer lasting.
However, these products do
seem to cause problems in
older engines. Over and above
the ability of antifreeze to find the
smallest crevice and leak, OAT antifreezes have been
accused of destroying seals and gaskets and causing a great deal of damage in
‘old’ engines. For this reason, the manufacturers do not recommend their use in
historic vehicles. These products are usually coloured red, pink or orange.

EXHIBITION IN
MANCHESTER
by Bill Ballard
Reproduced with permission from
Wire Wheels. Nov.2020 p12.
I lived in the Manchester area from 1973 to
1984 inclusive, and regularly visited the
CBD, but have never heard of ‘City Hall’, said
to be the venue for the 1935 Ford Exhibition.
Manchester is recognised as a principal city
in north west England, and has what we
would call in Australia a Civic Centre, in the
form of a beautiful, multi-storey, Gothicstyle building in Albert Square known to all
Mancunians as the TOWN HALL. This is
largely composed of offices for council staff,
but has a large room, beautifully decorated,
known as the GREAT HALL for small
exhibitions. It measures only 100ft x 30ft
and is neither suitable nor large enough to
mount a major exhibition such as the Ford
Exhibition. So where was ‘City Hall’?
I consulted my copy of the AA Road Book,
published in 1950, which provided a largescale map of Manchester with the location of
14 of the principal buildings in the city
(including one or two in the neighbouring
city of Salford), but ‘City Hall’ was not listed
(see next page). At this stage I thought I
would consult Sam Roberts (Archivist) and
Roger Corti (Editor) of the FY&CMR. Roger
had started the ball rolling by including the
story of the 1935 Ford Manchester
Exhibition in Transverse Torque No.245,
and Sam is the ‘go to’ for all things
concerning the Models Y, C and CX.
Roger, through his association with the
British Newspaper Archives, emailed me
some extracts from local newspapers in the
form of advertisements or reports (see
bottom of next page). These gave the
location of ‘Manchester City Hall’ (or just
‘City Hall’) as Deansgate, which was (and still
is) the main road cutting through the city
centre from north east to south west. I have
travelled along that road many times, but
never seen anything resembling an
exhibition hall.
I then consulted Wikipedia U.K., which
revealed that Deansgate had been heavily
bombed by the German air force in the
‘Manchester Blitz’ at Christmas, 1940. So,
could ‘City Hall’ be one of those buildings
lost in the War? I continued to trawl the net
but could not find anything about ‘City Hall’.
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It was to be Colonel-cum-Detective
Superintendent Roberts who came up with
the answer. He produced a picture that
conclusively proved that the building in
which the exhibition was held is in the
eastern corner of the block bordered by
Water Street, Liverpool Road, Lower Byrom
Street and Quay Street, and is a ‘good block
away’ from Deansgate, as Aussies would say.
It now forms part of the Science and Industry
Museum (S.I.M.), formerly known as the
Museum of Science and Industry (M.O.S.I.),
which incorporates the world-famous
Liverpool Road Station, the world’s first
passenger railway station, and is now part of
the Science Museum Group (which includes
the museums in South Kensington, London
and the National Railway Museum in York).
The actual hall in which the
Ford vehicles were displayed is
now occupied by examples of
aeroplanes made in Manchester,
including an Avro Shackleton
and the experimental, red Fairey
Delta 2. In Sam’s picture (see
below), the distinctive window
which appears behind the
(temporary) bandstand in the
picture on page 10 of this
newsletter, is in the background,
with the Shackleton in the
foreground, and the pillars and
roof beams seen in the other
pictures featured in Roger’s
article in TT245 are there to see.
The irony is that I had stood in
that very hall on 2nd October
2004 (my 33rd wedding
anniversary!), during my one
and only holiday in the U.K.
since emigrating to Oz in 1999!
Apparently, the S.I.M. has a
display area set aside for temporary
exhibitions, and in
2025 it will be the 90th
anniversary of the
Ford Exhibition being
held in that same
building. Wouldn’t it
be good to arrange a
display of 1935-built
Ford
vehicles
to
celebrate
that
anniversary? It would
be something special
for the museum and be
good publicity for the
Ford clubs involved.
Just a thought!
The area where the
1935 Ford Exhibition
was held is on the lefthand side of the map,
to the south of the
Manchester
Ship
Canal, below Salford
Station.
Manchester Town Hall
is in the centre of the
map, at the corner of
Princess Street and
Cooper Street.
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Papers Past
The Sphere - Saturday 15 October 1932

THE FORD MOTOR SHOW - A Special Exhibition at the White City
Mr. Henry Ford sold to the world over 5,000,000 of his Model T cars before he changed his
vehicle for something quite new. From an organization that could undertake so vast a
problem, one would naturally expect big things in the future, and it is characteristic of the
enterprise of the Ford Motor Company of Europe that they should have taken the White
City, near Olympia, in order to display a range of their productions during the currency of
the Olympia Exhibition.
Before dealing in detail with the contents of the White City during the Ford week, let us
consider one or two other things that this company has done within recent times. Desiring
to demonstrate the reliability of the then modern Ford, 194 cars set out for a 72-hour
continuous reliability run through the British Isles. The fleet covered more than one-third
of a million miles during the period.
Arriving now at the beginning of this year, the new 8-h.p. model
was announced, and to mark its introduction there was a vast
Ford Exhibition at the Albert Hall in London, this in itself
suggesting the heights to which even big companies might
reasonably desire to go in order to display their products under
the most favourable conditions. The White City was, however,
deemed a better place in which to display the Ford range, and thus
we have there from October 13 until October 22 an exhibition three
times larger than that of the Albert Hall, bristling with interest in
every section and containing a lot that is new and which has not
yet been seen in public.

F
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� A special sports touring body in cream and green on the 8-h.p.
chassis
From the motorist's point of view the range of 8-h.p. Fords and
the several examples of the latest Ford V-8 are of outstanding
interest. There have been many modifications to the former since
its introduction early this year. Now it is definitely in production
at the vast Ford factory at Dagenham, Essex, and big business is
keenly anticipated. The price of the car as a full-sized saloon is
£120. The car has an engine of 933 cc., which places it in a class larger as regards engine
output than the bulk of our so-called "baby" cars. The design in many respects is highly
original, and the standard Ford bodywork will be found most attractive when compared
with other cars in the small vehicle category.
It is the V-8 model that will attract the attention of numerous motorists as their ideal vehicle,
long wanted but unattainable until Ford announced this remarkable car at prices lower than
£300 even for the more expensive body types. The 8 cylinder engine, constructed in two
banks of four, is taxed at £30per annum, a figure that is perhaps staggering at first sight
but feasible when the small initial cost and consequent lower depreciation is borne in mind.
The complete car weighs under 25 cwt., and with a power unit of such generous dimensions
one might expect something out of the ordinary in its performance. This one certainly gets.
Vast power, perfectly controlled, gives a rapid, effortless progression which must be
experienced to be fully appreciated. The gear-box provides three speeds, because one seldom
needs anything but top, and has a second ratio which is as silent as top, with a fool-proof
change on the synchromesh principle. A road speed of close on 60 m.p.h. can be obtained
on the intermediate ratio, and it makes one wonder what gradient there is that would call
for the use of 1st gear.
The V-8 is a big and handsome car, and at its price is one of
the most sensational introductions for many years past. I
have only mentioned these two models up to the present
because they are, as I have said, the cars that will have the
biggest appeal to motorists, particularly in view of the fact
that examples are in the exhibition with special bodywork.
Individual coachwork offers the Ford in a new guise, and the
range on view will be well worth a visit, even if there were no
other features in the exhibition.
Other Ford types are present such as the famous Lincoln
shown as an 8-cylinder or a 12-cylinder car of a most
luxurious order.
Turning away from cars, there are commercial and
agricultural vehicles, machinery, and mechanical appliances
of various and instructive types.
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Lighter entertainment is to be found in the
film theatre, where there is a continuous
performance from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. each
day, and finally there is a concert every
afternoon and evening, famous bands and
well-known artists appearing.

� The V-8 cabriolet. The V-8 is the
latest addition to the Ford range
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A couple of years ago whilst minding my own business, giving the
CX a wash, a voice from behind said "Do you only tend to your
babies, do they ever go out?" I informed the lady that they are not
museum pieces nor trailer queens. She then explained that her
Grandaughter would love to go to her School Prom in the Ford and
enquired if I would be willing to take her. I agreed so the
Grandaughter came to see me and the details were finalised. In the
meantime, another passenger was added to the manifest.
The day prior to the big event I washed and polished the car and
attached a plastic tube to the radiator to act as a socket for a Union
Jack. The due day was very hot and sunny, and I set out wearing a
period style jacket and tie to pick up my VIPs. Upon arrival at the
house, I placed the flag stick into the socket and it was apparent a
party was in swing with Parents, Grandparents, Siblings and
Relatives for three families. I now had a further passenger, two girls
dressed like brides and a smart young man. Many photos were taken
as a whole group, individual groups, individuals with and without
the car.
With the girls sat in the back and boy in the front we finally set off.
We soon approached the first junction and as I indicated left, the
girls went into hysterics at the sight of the trafficator popping out to
say hello. A little while later they were saying how hot they were so
I asked if they would like the air-conditioning turning up and without
query they replied yes please. I opened up the front windscreen, but
no one saw the joke. As we gathered speed the flag rose gracefully
from its socket, so I kept the speed down as much as possible, but
the flag kept lifting gracefully evermore skywards making a bid for
freedom. I had a welcome stop at a zebra crossing and waved an
elderly lady across even though she didn't want to go. With the flag
now firmly back in its socket I resumed the journey but once again,
the flag made an attempt for liberty, luckily we arrived at a junction
in the nick of time.
We then entered a housing estate and joined a very slow-moving
procession of vehicles ranging from the mundane to exotic cars,
vintage and modern, double decker bus and a horse and carriage.
Local residents lined the streets while others were sat with drink in
hand in their front gardens watching and waving. A carnival
atmosphere prevailed with people coming up and chatting and
cameras clicking. Eventually I drew up alongside a BMW convertible
waiting to go the opposite way at a junction and the driver shouted,
"is that thing allowed out in the street" to which I replied “of course”.
He then said, "don't you need a special test for something like that",
I replied “no, it's fully legal” to which he chimed up "but don't you
need a special licence?" I was starting to get a little annoyed by now
and informed him THE CAR is fully street legal and I'm allowed on
the public highway with it. His reply was "I wasn't talking about the
car, l'm referring to your jacket." Everyone around laughed. The
driver of a Bentley convertible two cars in front hooted and revved
his engine up. No one took any notice but the Aston Martin driver
in front of us followed suit. Once again no one took notice. BMW
man said go on hoot and rev up to which I declined, he kept nagging
and finally I gave in just to shut him up. I hooted then revved my
engine and everyone around cheered and clapped.
As we approached the school gates it was crowded with parents
sticking cameras in through car windows to snap the celebrities. It
was like being hounded by the Paparazzi. Finally, we were in the
school grounds and I drove up to the red carpet, crowds and
professional photographers alike with cameras clicking and flashing
everywhere you looked, and others clapping and cheering. I thought
we had arrived at the BAFTAs. The passenger door was opened, and
my passengers disembarked and disappeared up the red carpet
amongst the throng. My job was done, and it was off to the car park
to let the engine and myself cool down and away with the flag.

The following year was my Grandaughter's School Prom for which
she had booked the CX two years previously. This time the
requirement was pink ribbons like a wedding car and a big pink
bow over the radiator. With the car decorated I picked up my
Grandaughter and friend both looking splendid and off we set
stopping en-route for a photoshoot. This time the event was held
at a golf club and as we approached the friend was getting cold
feet saying I feel sick, I'm going to be sick, let me out I don't want
to go, I can't go through with it. I kept assuring her all will be well.
She then said I don't want the attention; I don't want anyone to
see me. A bit late I thought to be a shrinking violet in a pre-war
car with pink ribbons and bow. Once again there were loads of
people with cameras rolling, plenty of clapping and cheering as
we arrived and the friend forgot her nerves as she got out of the
car and faced the madding crowd.
Both events had plenty of stars, the Promenaders and
the car.
Stephen Whitley

Travels with
Bucephalus
I noted a photo recently on a Facebook page, and as usual requested
permission to use it in our
magazine. It was of a car –
Model Y reg no AAJ401 being
assisted across a rocky
stream.
It subsequently turned out
that this car was the
infamous Bucephalus, now
owned by Bill Hamade in
Australia – a car often
featured in past issues, and
well photographed too. It
turns out we have 137 photos
in its album on the IO Forum!
My request was answered by Iain Schofield from Shipley in Yorkshire.
Many of you will know the story of how back in 1966 with his new wife
Rosemary, they worked hard in the fishing industry in Iceland to raise
moneys for travelling in the car, and then drove from Bradford to
Melbourne. This adventure of many thousands of miles, was through
France, Belgium, Germany, Austria, Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey, Syria,
Jordan, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, plus Ceylon and
Singapore whilst the car was shipped
from Bombay to Melbourne.
After five years, Rosemary and Iain
decided to return to England – leaving
the car behind, where eventually it was
found in a scrapyard, re-restored by
Richard Flashman and subsequently
sold to Bill Hamade in NSW.
The tales of the journey feature in a
book written by Iain ( He still has a
few copies left at £9 I think – email me
for his contact details - Ed)
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The main elements of the story
featured in issue TT200, Jan 2013, but
the book is an enthralling tale of
adventure and danger, complete with
primitive repairs made on route, and
well worth reading. (That magazine is
available for members to read on our
website members section, along with
most other editions)
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Model C Engine.
Whilst online recently, looking at a Facebook site for
Cornwall, I came across a short film of an air race around
its coast. The winner was mentioned – a Chilton – that
was powered by a 10hp car engine! Intrigued, I did a
short dig around on Google to have my suspicions
confirmed as to it being based on a Model C 10hp
engine. I had heard in the past of Ford engines being
used in aircraft, so was not surprised. Indeed, Ford built
their own plane, a trimotor, and later in wartime helped
produce RollsRoyce Merlin engines! Reliable engineering!
Wikipedia says: The Chilton D.W.1 was a British light
sporting monoplane designed and built in the late 1930s
by Chilton Aircraft at Hungerford, Berkshire. The first
three aircraft were powered by the 32 h.p. Carden-Ford,
a water-cooled automobile engine that had been lightened
and modified for aircraft use.

� Flying at Old Warden June 2009

The Carden-Ford was a 1930s British aeroengine modified from a Ford motor car engine by Carden
Aero Engines; The company had seen the need for a cheap
low-powered propulsion unit for ultralight aircraft and
the engine was an adaptation of the well-proven and
reliable Ford 10 Model C motor car engine. The engine
was reversed, and a thrust bearing fitted to what was now
the front of the engine. The chain drive was replaced by
lightweight fibre gears, an Elektron aluminium
alloy sump fitted, and dual ignition if requested. There
were two cylinder head variants, one with an 'L' shape,
the other with a low-profile flat head which required a
separate header tank. This latter design was adapted for
the
elegant
Chilton
Aircraft
Ltd
Chilton
D.W.1 Monoplane of 1936.
You can see that our Ford 10 hp engine was well regarded,
and the emphasis on reliability – a necessity when flying!
Other planes also used this Carden-Ford engine.
B.A.C. Drone
Chilton D.W.1 monoplane
Carden-Baynes Bee
Kronfeld Monoplane
Mignet HM.14 (Flying Flea)
Perman Parasol
Taylor Watkinson Dingbat
Broughton-Blayney Brawney
Part extracted with permission of Roy Nerou of
Cambridge who says “The little Carden-Ford has
performed faultlessly for years and given pleasure to those
watching the diminutive Chilton fly. It sounds like a
sewing machine on steroids and I can honestly say its
smooth note and tone is unique amongst aero engines
(with typivcally a 4” exhaust pipe) “ he goes on to wish us
all health and hppiness and says”You and your happy
band of enthusiasts do a fantastic job of keeping our
heritage not only alive, but fun and desirable”.
R.C.

�

Chilton Ford Engine

Seen on the Chilton website: www.chilton-aircraft.co.uk
The following is the text from the Chilton sales brochure - circa 1937.
The Chilton Monoplane sets entirely new standards among ultra-light aircraft
as regards safety, practical performance and economy. The engine is well
known for its complete reliability, the basic design is one which has been
tested by countless millions of miles on the road and thousands of hours in
the air. It requires practically no attention at all, and will continue to give its
full power for hundreds of hours between overhauls, and is far smoother and
quieter than most aero engines.
The Chilton is of orthodox construction and design embodying the latest
aeronautical practice, but nothing that has not proven highly satisfactory in
actual use. Its strength is far in excess of all normal requirements and, needless to
say, only the best materials and workmanship are used.
The cruising speed of 100 m.p.h. is vastly superior to that of any other machine
of this type, and allows really practical cross country flying, even against strong
head winds. The landing speed is only 35 m.p.h. This remarkable speed range is
achieved largely by the use of split trailing edge flaps, which reduce the landing
speed, and also confer the advantages of a flat or steep gliding angle at will.
The landing itself is supremely simple and the run short, the take-off is also short
and the climb rapid.
These features, combined with a really trustworthy engine, provide the highest
possible degree of safety. The ease of handling, both in the air and on the
ground, is quite exceptional for this or any other type of aircraft. The controls
are light and powerful but not unduly sensitive. All these points and the excellent
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view obtained from the cockpit inspire the pilot with a quite
astonishing degree of confidence right from the start.
As regards economy the Chilton is no less outstanding, combining as it
does a performance hitherto only associated with engines of a far
greater power, with a low first cost and the running expenses of a
motorcycle. Both engine and airframe require very little maintenance,
spares for the former, should they be required, are instantly
available from any Ford dealer The actual running costs amount to
far less than a half penny a mile at 100 miles per hour.
Dimensions
Weights
Tare weight
400 lbs
Span
24 ft.
Pilot
160 lbs
Length 18 ft.
Luggage
20 lbs
Height 4 ft. 10 ins.
Fuel
62 lbs
Track
6 ft.
All-up weight 650 lbs
Wing area
77 sq. ft.
Maximum permissible 700 lbs Wing loading 8.44 lbs/sq. Ft.

Ignition: Dual magnetos, BTH type AG4
Carburation: Up draught carburettor, Zenith type 24U, fuel supplied by one
AC mechanical diaphragm fuel pump operated by the camshaft.
Cooling: Water circulation by pump with separate header tank and
radiator.
Weight: Dry no water or oil 145 lbs.
Petrol consumption: 0.53 - 0.54 pints per h.p. hour.
Performance: Normal output 32 h.p. @ 3,300 r.p.m. Maximum output 33
h.p. @ 3,500 r.p.m.
Other planes also used this Carden-Ford engine.
B.A.C. Drone
Chilton D.W.1 monoplane
Carden-Baynes Bee
Kronfeld Monoplane
Mignet HM.14 (Flying Flea)
Perman Parasol
Taylor Watkinson Dingbat
Broughton-Blayney Brawney

Performance (Carden-Ford)
Maximum speed
112 m.p.h.
Take-off run 80 yds.
Cruising speed
100 m.p.h.
Landing run 50 yds.
Landing speed
35 m.p.h. Range 400 miles
Rate of climb
650 ft./min. Fuel consumption 60 m.p.g.

Part extracted with permission of Roy Nerou of Cambridge who says “The little
Carden-Ford has performed faultlessly for years and given pleasure to those
watching the diminutive Chilton fly. It sounds like a sewing machine on steroids
and I can honestly say its smooth note and tone is unique amongst aero engines
(with typivcally a 4” exhaust pipe) “ he goes on to wish us all health and
hppiness and says”You and your happy band of enthusiasts do a fantastic job of
keeping our heritage not only alive, but fun and desirable”.

You can see that our Ford 10 hp engine was well regarded, and the
emphasis on reliability – a necessity when flying!
Type:
Four cylinder in line four stroke water cooled.
Cylinders: Bore 2.5" (63.5mm), Stroke - 3.64" (92.5mm). Capacity
71.55 cub. ins. (1,172cc) Monobloc casting with detachable head and
"Electron" cover plates.
Pistons: Aluminium alloy - 2 compression and 1 oil control ring
Crankshaft: Four throw carried on three main bearings, with a
thrust ball race fitted behind the propeller mounting flange.
Valve gear: Standard Ford side-valve gear.
Lubrication: Full pressure feed by submerged gear pump to
crankshaft main bearings and connecting rod bearings. Gudgeon pins
and cylinder walls splash lubricated. Oil capacity of sump four pints.

R.C.
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Media Finds on Facebook
With thanks to James Williamson of Ford 8 & 10 Club (NZ)
As a young man my father bought a new Ford 10 after winning some
cash in the lottery. He was a goldminer in the Nevis Valley, a harsh,
inhospitable environment marked by dry, baking heat in summer and
sub-zero temperatures in winter with heavy snowfalls.
Here's his brother Jim, my namesake, wondering what to do about the
boiling radiator. Even in a mint Ford there was no guarantee you would
get in or out without incident. Even the Model A had to be dug out
sometimes.

Another shot of Dad's Ford 10 at the tor that more
or less marks the top of the road into the Nevis from
the Bannockburn end.
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FBHVC announce charity
partnership with Childline® for
National Drive it Day 2021

The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs introduced Drive
it Day in 2005 with the aim of getting the nation’s transport
heritage out on the roads and seen by the public. Since then, the
national celebration of Historic Vehicles has successfully
increased public awareness of the historic vehicle movement whilst bringing a sense of togetherness to the thousands of owners and enthusiasts
who attend events and runs up and down the country. Those events, held by over 500 member organisations and clubs that make up the
Federation’s membership, are as varied as the vehicles taking part and often include Drive Outs, Rallies, and meetings at local beauty spots or
historic sites.
The Federation sets the date each year to coincide with the anniversary of the 1,000 Mile Trial. At the turn of the 20th century, when most
considered the motor car as nothing more than a passing fashion accessory, the Automobile Club organised a demonstration trial for the spring of
1900 to prove them wrong. The trial was to prove motor vehicles on a route from London to Edinburgh and back again. The participants
covered the 1000 miles in 20 days, but proved to the public that the motor car had a future as a reliable mode of personal transport.
As the role of the FBHVC and of the historic movement evolves and we become ever more aware of all our duties to contribute to wider society,
the Federation has been exploring ways to develop National Drive it Day and re-position the event so that, as well as fulfilling its aims to raise
awareness of the historic vehicle movement, we can also use it as an opportunity to contribute to society.
Therefore, it is with great pleasure that the FBHVC has announced it will run the 2021 Drive it Day, scheduled for April 25th in support of the
NSPCC’s Childline® service.
During the current pandemic, vulnerable young people have been less visible to professionals and their safety nets have fallen away. Home isn’t
always a safe place for a child. Children have also been exposed to more potential risks at home as parents and carers have come under
increasing pressures from the current challenging times.

Ford Y&C Tour - Isle of Man 2021
Here is a resume of the tour next year, if it goes ahead !!
The dates for next year's Tour of the Isle of Man are confirmed as being 21st to 27th June 2021.
(Pandemic allowing)
The cost of the ferry and 6 nights bed and breakfast based on two people travelling in one car
and sharing a double or twin room at the Comis Hotel, Mount Murray, Santon near Douglas
will be:£466.50 per person
Evening meals will be paid direct to the Hotel depending upon what you have:Two course evening meal £23.50
Three course evening meal £28.00
Main course only £19.00
Although I have worked out a preliminary programme for the week ,I will not be finalizing
anything further until we see how things progress.
Contact me for a booking form.

Nick Smith
musosmith@yahoo.co.uk
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The “Y” Model battery cover.
For a brief period of time the Y model was fitted with one, although I’d never actually seen
one in use. The cover is in fact very short in length, I’d forgotten was just how short. At
battery case level (Not at the top flange) the length would be as little as 6 inches or 15CM.
This indicates a very low capacity battery, as each compartment or cell would be considerably
under 2”, with allowance being made for the outer case thickness and cell separations.
I have spoken to several members, who confessed they had absolutely no understanding as
to how a lead acid battery is constructed and seem to regard it as a ‘black box that electricity
comes out off’. So ,before I go on to consider what Ford Motor Co (FMC) fitted below the
cover a basic knowledge of battery construction is needed.

The lead acid battery, was first developed
by a French physician Gaston Plante in 1859.
The difference with his battery is that it can
be recharged when discharged, the first to be
rechargeable. Probably the first practical use
of these batteries was to light passenger
train carriages, but not as far back as 1859,
as Mr. Shaw was yet to invent the electric
light, or was that Edison?
Unlike M. Plante I’m not a chemist and can
History. There’s nothing new under the sun they say, for the oldest battery cell is in a only inform you about the construction of a
museum in Bagdad. It’s an earthen ware pot, standing about 5 inches high by 3 in diameter battery, perhaps we have a chemist member
and has been dated as 200 years BC. A copper sheet has been formed into a tube and out there who can confuse us all?
inserted in the neck of the jar. The top is plugged with a pitch like material, in the centre
of which is a hole, which allows a steel rod to be inserted. Copies of the jar have been filled Acid legislation.
with vinegar and produce about 2 volts, the original was probably filled with fermented Before proceeding I think we need to
grape juice, which produces about 1.5 volts. Not a lot you might say, but a dozen or more remember that in recent years Parliament
connected in series will produce 20, 30 volts, it’s just depends on how many pots you have. has been obliged to pass legislation
It may have been used in medical electric shock treatment, the Greeks were known to do so prohibiting the sale and possession of
with electric eels. It’s most probable use was for electro plating of gold or silver.
corrosive substances, such as battery
The actual use is speculation.
sulphuric acid due to so-called acid attacks.
Hence it is no longer possible to buy the acid
in a separate pack for you to fill your own
battery at home. This has made the dispatch
of a ‘Classic’ battery, from which the acid can
1936 Model Y with fully rebuilt reconditioned engine. (The original engine that has spill an expensive business. About £24 on
average as opposed to say £7 for a modern
run but is in need of overhaul - it is available
sealed battery. Although sulphuric battery
as a loose engine with the vehicle.) The car
acid is reduced in strength, in the region of
starts on the button and runs very well.
1.260SG, nominally one eighth of full
Restoration completed, including the
strength and is little more than an irritant to
interior. Work carried out on the car:
the skin, and is easily washed off, this is not
Resprayed , Re-chromed Bumpers and other
so if in the eyes. With knowledge it can be
Bright Parts
returned to near full strength, although this
New Cross-Ply Tyres & Inner Tubes, New
would be more like a grease, but 50%
Classic 6-volt Battery
strength would be nasty. This I fear is behind
New carpets fitted, Carrier Toolbox
Government thinking.
fabricated on refurbished rear Carrier
Replacement
Engine
installed
(approximately 75 running-in mileage
So what’s in the heavy black box?
accrued)
I’ve looked back in some pre-war motor
New Wiring Loom installed, New exhaust system fitted
engineering books and found some
Seats re-upholstered, Rear Window Blind with original components / new cloth
The vehicle comes with some interesting history, (including an attempted arson attack illustrations of what has become known as
from the IRA) and literature. Recorded mileage of just over 20,000 miles is genuine with the ‘Classic Battery.’ (An expression to put
the price up in my opinion!) I’ve simply
only running-in miles carried out on the replacement Engine.
reproduced these illustrations using the
Retirement Sale - contact John on 01462 458362 or Mobile 07917 635883.
original fig. no’s.
Email: j.brown532@btinternet.com Location: Hitchin, HERTS
Price for Club Members is £7,750.00 - ovno, including the Publications I have and some
spares. The Car is running and only needs some work on the Trafficators - I have installed The first illustration, Fig 6 shows the
a 6-Volt LED System but the Lights are too small and I think I also have an earthing issue assembly of negative and positive plates to
form what is known as a ‘group’. These plates
with this System.
can vary in number, simply the more you use
Featured in Transverse Torque
the greater the capacity. Both the neg. (-)and
July 1934, maroon/black Fordor pos.(+) plates are pre-assembled by burning
Model Y, chassis no Y69320. On the road (melting) lead to join them at the top of each
and in very good condition. All invoices and plate on a predetermined projecting point.
receipts for work carried out are available, (Near the thumb of the man) This assembly
requires accurate mounting in a jig, to ensure
also the car’s documents.
both alignment and spacing.
Asking price is £6750 o.v.n.o.
Please contact Mrs Sampson on 01179 The plates so called, are cast in lead, to form
a grill or lattice structure which are then
093954 or 07971 580496
filled with active material in the form of lead
oxide paste, being converted to lead
peroxide, (positive) and spongy lead
Ford Model Y 1936-37 Parts for sale:
Five wheels with hub caps, Complete (negative) by electrochemical treatment. In
running engine, Gearbox, Prop shaft, fully charged state the positive plates take a
red/chocolate brown colour, while the
Complete Rear Axle, Front Brake Hubs
negative a silver grey.
Job lot £350 - Contact lewisgareth13@sky.com
Fig 7 shows the insertion of separators.
They do ‘what it says on the tin’, keep the

For Sale
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plates apart. Originally, they were made
from treated wood, and although immersed
in acid they would last the life of the battery.
Modern separators are made from
microporous rubber or microporous PVC.
One advantage with these materials is that
ribs can be moulded in lines and placed
facing the positive plate, this clearance will
enhance its activity.
Fig 391 an exploded view. Remember the
negative plate is to the outside of the
assembly, thus the positive plate always faces
a negative plate, and so the plates per cell are
always an odd number. The assemblies are
placed in the case in series, I E neg. to pos.
ETC. and sealed with pitch, prior to the
‘Connector bar’ being burnt in place with
molten lead, and the two terminal posts
added, once again by burning lead.
As each cell will store a nominal 2 volts, this
will result in a total of 6 volts. In practice the
stored voltage per cell can range up to 2.2
volts, thus a possible 6.6 volts can be
measured across the terminals. Don’t worry
your bulbs won’t fail, as their design range is
up to about 7.5 volts safe working, and the
charging voltage must always be higher than
that of the fully charged battery. (and
incidentally in reverse polarity.)
All that needs to happen now, add sulphuric
acid of the correct strength.

and just want to hide a sealed
modern battery under a cover, just
how mean can you get?
Keep safe, Graham Miles

So what are the enemies of the 6volt
battery? Well just that, 6volts, half that of
12volts. Half the voltage, and Ohms Law
states that you need to double the amperage.
Enemy No. 1, the starter motor, especially
the 10HP version.
If you compare the
thickness of the cables or windings of a 12volt
starter motor to that of a 6volt the fact
becomes obvious.
Personally I consider the 6volt starter motor
as near as you can get to a dead short, they
place a serious load on the battery, and it’s
the positive plates that suffer. Over the
course of time the positive lead plate will
distort, and as it does so it will shed its paste,
which in turn lowers the plates efficiency.
This paste will fall to the bottom of the case,
as noted in fig 391, bottom right statement,
(which I’ve arrowed.) Here moulded into the
case is a sump area, that will store this spent
paste. Eventually it will short circuit the base
of the separators, however the battery will
have failed long before. This distortion of
the positive plate will cause the cover to push
up at the positive end. A tell tail sign that
your battery is finished.
So help the starter do its job, keep your
ignition in good order, fit a hand operated
pump to raise the petrol and make sure the
starter motor earth return is good, add a
cable, don’t trust near 100year old riveted
assembly of the car body/chassis
components.
My next effort on this subject has proved
what I feel to be quite interesting research
into what FMC actually fitted to the model
Y, as opposed to what they claimed. They
either deliberately lied or just made a
publishing error.
Remember all this is because I don’t want to
spend the extra money on a classic battery,
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A saloon car for £100
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